Fertility trends in the autonomous Iraqi Kurdistan region
The 2006 and 2011 I-MICS collected birth history data in the autonomous Iraqi Kurdistan region as well as in the rest of the country. For the 2006 I-MICS, the region was divided into 9 domains. Like elsewhere, 54 clusters were drawn from each domain with linear systematic probability proportional to size and a linear systematic sample of six households was selected within each cluster. Figure A1b displays the estimated trend in the TFR pooling data from the two surveys. Total fertility declined steeply, from an average rate of 5 children per woman in the late 1990s to 3 children per woman in 2010.
The ASFRs by survey are reported in figure A2a. Due to the small sample size, the trends are more erratic and the 95 percent confidence intervals are larger than those presented previously for the rest of Iraq. Nevertheless, estimates from the two surveys are consistent for all age groups over the entire period. Figure A2b shows trends in ASFRs using pooled data, and figure A3 displays the annual changes in ASFRs relative to the 1997 rates. It is evident from these figures that fertility declined at a relatively similar pace across all age groups, and fertility trends were not altered after 2003. 
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